The 2020 Bladerunner inline skates have many
great, high quality features and styles making
it easier for people to skate. Our easy to use
adjustment mechanism and wheel/frame/
bearing combinations are all custom tailored to
provide the perfect balance of comfort, durability
and performance at a great value.

POINT OF ENTRY - A VALUE PRICED, QUALITY INLINE
SKATE.
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YEAR ROUND APPEAL WITH COMPLEMENTARY
BLADERUNNER®
ICE COLLECTION.

INGENUITY AND THOUGHT BACKED BY THE TRUSTED
ROLLERBLADE® BRAND.

NEW PACKAGING WITH PRODUCT FEATURES IN THREE
LANGUAGES: ENGLISH, FRENCH & SPANISH, FOR EASIER ON
FLOOR SELLING.

2020
INLINE SKATE
COLLECTION
Bladerunner offers a range of value driven
products for the recreational skater. Backed
by the number one brand of inline skates,
Rollerblade®, we continue to provide high
quality products that are reliable and
affordable. Comfort, stability, performance
and style are optimally blended to ensure
the end user will get the best experience
possible from our products. Proof positive
that being “powered by Rollerblade®” truly
has its benefits.

FITNESS
FORMULA 90

Formula skates are elevated with speed
and performance with its new 90mm
wheels, longer aluminum frames and
ABEC 9 bearings. A great skate for casual
rides, workouts and those looking to
experience the speed of 90mm at a
more affordable price.
SPECS

Upper: buckle, lace, 45° powerstrap
Frame: Alu 279mm(5-8)/288mm (9-13)
Wheels: 90mm 78A
Bearings: ABEC 9

FORMULA 90
0T816000 821 - Black/Blue
Sizes: M 7-13 (full sizes only)

FORMULA 90 W
0T816300 N41 - Black/Purple
Sizes: W 5-10 (full sizes only)

FORMULA 84
0T610200 816 - Black/Silver
Sizes: M 7-13 (full sizes only)

FORMULA 84 W
0T610300 824 - Black/Light Green
Sizes: W 5-10 (full sizes only)

ADVANTAGE PRO XT
0T613000 T83 - Black/Green
Sizes: M 7-13 (full sizes only)

ADVANTAGE PRO XT W
0T613100 821 - Black/Light Blue
Sizes: W 5-10 (full sizes only)

FORMULA 84

Maximum comfort and performance are
delivered in this fast, sleek and stylish
skate. Great for quick rides or workouts
without breaking the bank.
Aluminum frames, 84mm wheels and
ABEC 7 bearings combined with an
easy to use buckle, powerstrap and lace
closure system add to the appeal of this
dynamic product.

SPECS Upper: buckle, lace, 45° powerstrap
Frame: Alu
Wheels: 84mm 78A
Bearings: ABEC 7

ADVANTAGE PRO XT

Excellent recreational skate with great
comfort and control for beginners and
intermediate skaters.
Buckle, powerstrap and lace closure
provide support, composite frames are
durable and shock absorbing, 80mm
wheels and ABEC 7 help create an ideal
balance of speed and stability.

SPECS Upper: buckle, lace, 45° powerstrap
Frame: comp
Wheels: 80mm 78A
Bearings: ABEC 7

KIDS
PHASER COMBO

Adjustable kids skate expands four full sizes to
grow with children’s feet. 72mm wheels and ABEC
3 bearings provide a smooth roll, the buckle,
powerstrap and lace closure ensure a secure fit
while the lightweight, supportive and comfortable
boot round out the premium performance for its
budget price. 3 Sets of protective gear (wristguards,
knee pads and elbow pads) included.
Combo - wrist, knee, elbow
SPECS

Upper: buckle, lace, 45° powerstrap
Frame: comp
Wheels: 72mm 80A
Bearings: ABEC 3

Combo - wrist, knee, elbow

PHASER COMBO
0T910200 T83 - Black/Green
Sizes: 1 (11J - 1), 2 (1-4), 3 (5-8)

PHASER COMBO G
0T910300 T1C - White/Pink
Sizes: 1 (11J - 1), 2 (1-4), 3 (5-8)

Flashing Lights

Flashing Lights

PHASER FLASH
0T910400 T83 - Black/Green
Sizes: 1 (11J - 1), 2 (1-4), 3 (5-8)

PHASER FLASH G
0T910500 7Y9 - Black/Pink
Sizes: 1 (11J - 1), 2 (1-4), 3 (5-8)

PHASER
0T910000 T83 - Black/Green
Sizes: 1 (11J - 1), 2 (1-4), 3 (5-8)

PHASER G
0T910100 T1C - White/Pink
Sizes: 1 (11J - 1), 2 (1-4), 3 (5-8)

PHASER FLASH

Adjustable kids skate that light up and expand
four full sizes to grow with children’s feet. 72mm
wheels and ABEC 3 bearings provide a smooth
roll, the buckle, powerstrap and lace closure ensure
a secure fit with the lightweight, supportive and
comfortable boot.
Lights are integrated in the skate heel and toe cap.

SPECS

Upper: buckle, lace, 45° powerstrap
Frame: comp
Wheels: 72mm 80A
Bearings: ABEC 3

PHASER

Adjustable kids skate expands four full sizes to
grow with children’s feet. 72mm wheels and ABEC
3 bearings provide a smooth roll, the buckle,
powerstrap and lace closure ensure a secure fit
while the lightweight, supportive and comfortable
boot round out the premium performance for its
budget price.
SPECS

Upper: buckle, lace, 45° powerstrap
Frame: comp
Wheels: 72mm 80A
Bearings: ABEC 3

